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FINEST PEARLS - THE BEST CHOICE!

Experienced midwives confirm, there is nothing better to  
fill pillows for pregnancy and breastfeeding than our tiny, 
whisper-quiet pearls.  
Their special lightness and unmatched adaptability make 
them the best-selling and optimal filling material. The 
free-flowing beads provide support and relief exactly where 
you or your baby need it. 
But they are not only durable and hypoallergenic, they also 
ensure optimal heat and moisture transport.  
Of course, they are also odor and pollutant free! And because 
they can do all that, they are our pearly "little heroes".
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THE THERALINE HAPPINESS GUARANTEE

The innovative production and manufacture of our pillows, to-
gether with the use of superb materials is what makes  
Theraline’s collection so extraordinary. We are proud to be  
specialists in the production of some of the best pregnancy  
and babyfeeding products available today. 

Please visit our website to find out more about our range and 
why we are market leaders when it comes to mother and baby 
comfort products. Our range offers you complete peace of mind, 
with products that have been manufactured using only the best 
fillings and fabrics available. Products that are safe, non-toxic 
and offer you and your baby complete comfort. We are driven by 
the certainty that our products bring comfort, joy and happiness 
to parents and babies everywhere. We all know how breastfeed-
ing can play a vital role in mother and child bonding during the 
first hours of life. Evidence suggests that breast milk boosts in-
telligence and helps babies become more independent later on. 
Breast milk is specially tailored for your baby. It is always on tap 
and always at the right temperature!

At Theraline we help you prepare for your exciting adventure 
with our pregnancy and baby products. We know that when you 
are pregnant you crave comfort and that the small things in life 
become really important. For 30 years, we have done our very 
best to continually improve our product range and to provide 
you with the best possible service. We guarantee that you will al-
ways find our products to be of exceptional quality and excellent 
value for money. Your comfort is paramount to us, which is why 
we are totally committed to ensuring that you are completely 
satisfied with your Theraline product. Our quality comfort prod-
ucts are perfect for pregnancy and beyond. Pillows come in all 
shapes and sizes with different functions and fillings and a price 
range to suit everyone!

Your Theraline Team

HEALTHY & SAFE PRODUCTS

You can rely on it: The absence of harmful 
substances in all filling and covering materials  
and one hundred percent product safety are 
always our top priorities. The Theraline preg-
nancy and breastfeeding pillows with pearl 
filling have therefore been certified with  the 
Toxproof® label of TÜV-Rheinland since 1998. 
Since the end of July 2021, the TÜV Rheinland 
test seal has now been replaced by the  
OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100 seal of the Hohen-
stein Institute. The well-known seal gives you 
the assurance that you are purchasing a prod-
uct from our baby or bed range that is guaran-
teed to be safe for your health.

We are glad that our original Theraline nursing 
pillow in fuchsia-cappuccino was also in 2016 
and 2018 (in the category "side effects") top 
rated by the magazine Ökotest with  
"very good".

 
THE PLEASURE OF BEAUTY

No matter whether particularly color-fast fine 
twill, cuddly jersey, muslin, fine knitted fabric 
or sustainable bamboo viscose: All Theraline 
fabrics are high-quality and have a really good 
touch. Because they are made from exception-
ally soft cotton or bamboo fiber. Mercerization 
and particularly color-fast prints lend a fine 
shine. Thanks to 30 years of experience, the 
workmanship is also right down to the smallest 
detail.
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A SPECIAL PILLOW FOR  
A VERY SPECIAL TIME

• Germany's most popular 
nursing pillow

• Flexible support for better sleep 
during pregnancy

• Recommended by midwives 

• Versatile for all 
breastfeeding positions

• Relief for legs, belly and a  
stressed back

The Original Theraline Pregnancy and Babyfeeding Pillow 
has a filling made up of millions of tiny micro beads that 
are as light as a feather. The amazing filling conforms to the 
shape of your body during pregnancy, whatever position  
you are in ... whether lying down or sitting up. 

It will remain supportive without giving way. It is also anti-al-
lergenic, warm, breathable, will double up as a baby feeding 
pillow and can be washed at 60 °C.

More pictures  

& information 

about this  

product:
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material  
Cover: 57 % viscose from bamboo fibres / 
38 % cotton (organic) /  
5 % elastane  
or 100 % cotton 
Inlet: 100 % cotton, preshrunk
Fillung: Polystyrene  
(Micro beads, approx. 42 l, 25 g/l)
Care  
Gentle wash at 60 °C (for fine knitted 
fabrics 40 °C is recommended) in a closed 
laundry bag, tumble-dry low heat

COLOURFUL VARIETY 

Covers and designs: The covers for the  
Original Theraline are available in many high- 
quality fabrics: fine jersey, velvety-soft fine twill, particu-
larly sustainable bamboo jersey, cuddly-soft fine knit and 
fluffy muslin. There is something for every taste. 

The Crinkly Animals  
Fantastic applications with a sizzling noise  
feature for your baby´s little expeditions.  
So sweet. 

Our fluffy light muslin  
The light and airy muslin fabric is made of 100 % cotton.   
To love, immediately feel good and snuggle in.  
The high-quality 4-layer design, its fine structure and a  
wonderfully soft feel make it the most valuable  
fabric in the Theraline collection.  
You should definetly try it out! 

HIGHEST QUALITY &  
LONGEVITY

• Especially high quality fabrics

• Wide range of colors and designs

• Fluffy-smooth & extra hard-wearing

• Easy to cover with long, 
concealed zipper

• Low noise original micro bead filling

• Easy to refill thanks to the tunnel 
opening

• Odourless and free from harmful 
substances

A  SPECIA L  PI L LOW  FO R  A  V ERY  SPECIA L  T I M E
T HE  O R I G INAL  T HER AL INE  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

approx. 16“

approx. 8“

approx.6“

ap
pr
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. 6

“

approx. 8“

approx. 62“

approx. 75“

approx. 32“

approx. 18“

Large & convenient: Dimensions opened & folded

TIP:
All our products (with the exception of the plush 
moon) are washable at 60 °C. Virtualy, however, a 
40 °C wash is quite sufficient. This saves energy and 
protects the environment. Therefore, we recommend 
washing our products only at 40 °C.

Ask your

In our survey over 90 % of
the German midwives questioned

recommend breastfeeding 
pillows from Theraline

You can find the 
complete survey on 

www.theraline.de/umfrage

Midwife

 

 

Muslin

Light & fluffy

4-layer - 100 % cott
on

 

 

Soft &
    cu�ly

Fi
ne knitted fabrics

100 % cotton
OUR PEARLY LIT TLE THERALINE HEROES

The unique filling of the original Theraline preg-
nancy and breastfeeding pillow provides relaxation 
while breastfeeding your little darling. Already dur-
ing pregnancy, it provides stable support for the 
baby's belly, arms and legs, so that you can sleep 
comfortably on your side. Ingenious combination: 
millions of sand-fine, whisper-quiet Original micro 
beads in combination with the perfect filling level 
of the pillow make it flexible and cuddly. At the 
same time, it offers pleasant support during sleep-
ing & breastfeeding. You can easily refill or remove 
micro beads via a self-sealing tunnel opening - de-
pending on how stable or soft you like your pillow.

New!

Info & Service
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COMFORTABLY  
BREASTFEEDING  
& RELAXING

• Covers made of perceptibly 
high quality twill or jersey

• Durable microbead filling

• Healthy sleeping 

• Relaxed nursing

• Odourless and free from 
harmful substances

TRULY COMFY

Even during pregnancy, the Theraline Comfort Nursing Pillow offers relaxation and 
stable support during sleep and rest. When the baby is born, the Comfort Pillow 
ensures that the neck, shoulders and arms do not tense up when breastfeeding. 
For the baby, thanks to the sand-fine microbeads, it offers a comfortable and safe 
lying surface.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
 

approx. 180 cm

approx. 140 cm

approx. 40 cm

approx. 75 cm

approx. 34 cm

Large & convenient: Dimensions opened & folded

Material  
Cover & Inlet: 100 % cotton

Füllung: Polystyrene  
(Micro beads, approx. 32 l, 20 g/l)
Care  
Gentle wash at 60 °C in a closed laun-
dry bag, tumble-dry low heat

W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

PR EG NA N C Y  & BA BY FEED I N G  PI L LOW

More great designs at 
www.theraline.com
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YINNIE FOR CALM AND COMFORTABLE BREASTFEEDING

Enjoy relaxed, calm breastfeeding with Yinnie, an ingeniously shaped nursing 
pillow that has been influenced by the curved symbol of yin-yang. 

Yinnie is really cosy and supportive. It is filled with hundreds of thousands of 
tiny microbeads that will support both you and your little one in a comforta-
ble position as you breastfeed. For really restful feeding use Yinnie to cradle 
and cuddle baby safely on your lap.

NURSING SMART & EASY

• An ingenious shape

• Safe and comfortable to use  
thanks to millions of micro 
beads

• Perfect for nursing and 
cuddling

• The quality you’ve come to  
expect from Theraline

• Odourless and free from 
harmful substances

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Material  
Cover & Inlet: 100 % cotton

Füllung: Polystyrene  
(Micro beads, approx. 18 l, 25 g/l)
Care  
Gentle wash at 60 °C in a closed laundry 
bag, tumble-dry low heat

W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
 

Material 
Stretch (90 % nylon, 10 % elasthane) und  
Plush (85 % polyester, 15 % polyamide)

Filling: Polystyrene (Micro beads, approx. 18 l, 25 g/l)

Features  
Terry plush combined with elasthane, refill opening

Care  
Gentle wash at 40 °C in a closed laundry bag, 
 tumble-dry low heat

UNIQUELY SMOOTH & CUDDLY

The Theraline Plushy Moon is unbelievably soft and cuddly and is perfect to use when relaxing. It is an 
easy to carry pregnancy and baby feeding pillow, making it ideal if you already have a larger pregnan-
cy and baby feeding pillow at home, but like to use one when you’re out and about. 

And if you‘re tall, its special shape enables you to elevate your baby’s head higher than you would 
normally be able to when using some of the other smaller nursing pillows available.  
What more could you ask for!

SOFT TO THE TOUCH 

• Comfortable head & neck pillow

• Cuddly snuggling & reading pillow

• Handy tummy support & breast feeding 
pillow

• Finest micro bead filling

• Odourless and free from harmful 
substances

W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

CU D D L E  & N U R SI N G  PI L LOW

Many attractive 
colors at  

www.theraline.com
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W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

WITH REMOVABLE COVER 
MADE OF BAMBOO VISCOSE WITH ORGANIC COTTON

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material 
Cover: 57 % viscose from bamboo fibres,  
38 % cotton (organic), 5 % elastane 
Inlet: 100 % cotton
Never use inlet without cover!
Filling: polystyrene (micro beads,  
ca. 18 l, 25 g/l)
Care 
Gentle wash at 40 °C (inlet) / 60 °C (cover) 
in a closed laundry bag,  
tumble-dry low heat

For lovers of fine, natural fabrics - or for all 
those who would like to cover the plush 
moon differently or wash the pillow or cov-
er more often - the plush moon is now also 
available in our Bamboo Collection: with a 
removable cover and a cotton inlet.

The high amount of bamboo fibres (57 %) 
and organic cotton (38 %) makes this fabric 
one of the highest quality in the Theraline 
collections. Rounded off with 5 % elastane, 
the result is a wonderfully fine and cool 
fabric experience.

CU D D L E  & N U R SI N G  PI L LOW

UNIQUELY FINE AND CUDDLY

Our sand-fine original micro bead filling, together with the combination 
of cuddly soft terry plush and ultra-flexible stretch fabric, creates un-
precedented sleeping & relaxation comfort. 

The Original Theraline micro beads ensure perfect contouring and stable 
support. As individual as it is only possible with hundreds of thousands 
of free-flowing, sand-fine beads. These unique beads are hypoallergenic, 
easy to wash and, of course, free of odors and harmful substances.  
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Comfortable head zone
due to Thera-RHOMB®-filling
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Velvet y  sof t  COVER

Fluffy FLEECE

High quality INLET

ENCHANTINGLY SOFT – INGENIOUS DESIGN

H E A D  Z O N E
 with Thera-RHOMB®

L E G  S U P P O R T  Z O N E
with micro beads

23 - 25 
cm

SOFT FLEECE CUSHIONING  
FOR COMFORT AND COSINESS

The super comfy my7 has been specifically designed as a side sleeping pillow to sup-
port your entire body, head, shoulders, arms, legs and back. It offers ultimate comfort 
and cushioning, ensuring that you get the restful sleep you deserve.

And if you‘re pregnant, my7‘s unique ergonomic shape and soft fleece cushioning 
make it the perfect choice as a comfy pregnancy pillow. It will expertly support your 
belly, legs, neck and shoulders so that you sleep well throughout your entire preg-
nancy. It can also be used later as a feeding support pillow, so you and your baby are 
well positioned, comfy and relaxed during feeding times.

W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

FEEL LIKE YOU‘RE IN  
SEVENTH HEAVEN!

• Amazing sleeping comfort for  
mums and babies

• Integrated head support

• Soft fleece cushioning for comfort 
and cosiness

• Relaxed nursing

• Amazing sleeping comfort

• Fits perfect for twins and taller 
babies

• Odourless and free from harmful 
substances

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material 
Cover: Outer cover: 57 % viscose from bamboo 
fibres / 38 % cotton (organic) / 5 % elastane  - 
Padding: 100 % polyester (Complete cover:  
65 % polyester / 20 % viscose from bamboo 
fibres / 13 % cotton (organic) / 2 % elastane) 
or  
Cover: Outer cover: 100 % cotton,   
Padding: 100 % polyester (Complete cover:  
65% polyester and 35 % cotton))

Inlet: 100 % cotton

Filling: Micro beads: Polystyrene (approx. 35 
g/l) Thera-RHOMB®: polyurethan / polypropylen

Care  
Cover & inlet: Gentle wash at 60 °C in a closed 
laundry bag, tumble-dry

N U R SI N G  & S I D E  SL EEPI N G  PI L LOW

You can find even more attrac-

tive colors and replacement 

covers at www.theraline.com
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W ID E  VAR IE T Y  O F  PR E G N A N C Y  & BA BY FE E D I N G  PI L LOW

Theraline’s Dodo pillow is 
low on price, but like all our 
other pregnancy and baby 
feeding pillows, manufac-
tured to the high standard 
you would expect from us.

THE PILLOW TO SUIT  
ALL POCKETS

• Relaxed nursing

• Better sleep 

• Props baby 

• Perfectly fitted and pre-
shrunk cover

• Perfect degree of filling

• Odourless and free from 
harmful substances

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Material 
Inlet: 100% polypropylen  
Cover: 100% cotton

Filling: Polystyrene  
(Micro beads, approx. 30 L, 16 g/l)

Care  
Gentle wash at 40° C in a laundry bag, 
tumble-dry low heat

ca. 170 cm

ca. 135 cm

ca. 35 cm

ca. 70 cm

ca. 34 cm

Groß & praktisch: Maße geöffnet & zusammengelegt
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KEEPING BABY SAFE AND SOUND!

Flat head syndrome is a condition where part of a 
baby’s head becomes flattened due to continued 
pressure on one spot. Theraline has carefully and 
cleverly manufactured a comfortable baby pillow 
that now comes in two sizes. It is designed per-
fectly to fit baby’s delicate head, helping to avoid 
flat head syndrome. Unlike other baby pillows it is 
anatomically shaped and perforated using high-
tech fabric to support baby’s head evenly and 
effectively 

Size 1 (up to 7 kg)
PREVENTION & SAFETY*

• Helps to prevent from deformities  
of the head

• Supports a faster back-formation  
of misshaped heads

• High safety thanks to a completely 
breathable 3D Spacer Fabric  
without cover

• Ergonomic and comfortable  
sleeping position

• Smooth and skin-friendly surface

• Temperature-equalizing and hygienic

Size 2 (from 7 kg onwards)
REGENERATION & SAFETY*

• Supports fast correction of head shape

• Prevents deformation increase

• High safety thanks to a completely 
breathable 3D Spacer Fabric  
without cover

• Slightly stabilizing and ergonomic 
design for a comfortable sleeping 
position that encourages healing

• Temperature equalizing and hygienic

TOTALLY SAFE TO USE

The Baby Pillow (Size 1 and 2) allows air to pass easily 
through it. Even if baby rolls over or presses her/his face 
into the pillow, they can still breathe freely. It also ensures 
that an even temperature is maintained at all times around 
the head. And because foam based products should not be 
used alongside babies, Theraline’s Baby Pillow is the first of 
its kind not to use memory foam.  

ERGONOMIC AND COMFORTABLE

The Baby Pillows’ ergonomically designed high-tech spacer 
fabric offers perfect support for babies. It is completely safe 
to use, very supportive and offers excellent comfort.   

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Dimensions  
Size 1: approx. 21 cm x 20 cm,  
thickness approx. 3 cm 
Size 2: approx. 24,5 cm x 23 cm,  
thickness approx. 5 cm

Material 
96 % polyester / 4 % cotton

Care 
Gentle wash at 60 °C

* Always consult your GP if you 
think your baby is developing 
flat head syndrome.

FREE  B R E AT H I N G  T H A N K S  T
O

TH
E  FULLY  B R E AT H A B L E  3 D S PACER F

ABR I C

PR E V EN T I O N  & R EG EN ER AT I O N  -  W I T H  SA FE T Y

T HE  T HER AL INE  BA BY  & K I D ' S  PI L LOW S
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T HE  T HER AL INE  BA BY  & K I D ' S  PI L LOW S

PROVIDES OPTIMUM SUPPORT 
IN THE SUPINE & SIDE POSITION

• Perfect support for neck and 
shoulders

• Gives healthy support always at 
the right height

• Flexible for back and side position

• Outer cover made of sustainable 
bamboo viscose with organic 
cotton 

• From approx. 2 - 7 years

BEAUTIFUL DREAM &  
HAPPY AWAKENING

Sufficient and healthy sleep is especially important 
for our little ones so that they can face the 
challenges of life rested and happy. Therefore, it is 
especially important for our children to sleep on an 
ergonomically suitable pillow. 

At Theraline, with 30 years of experience in the nursing 
pillow and baby pillow sector, we have therefore made 
it our task to develop a children‘s pillow that gives our 
little ones comfortable support so that they sleep well 
and healthy and wake up happy and refreshed.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Size 
approx. 50 x 32 cm, approx. 7 cm height
Material 
Cover: 57 % viscose from bamboo fibres, 
38 % cotton (bio), 5 % elasthane
Inlet: 87 % cotton / 13 % elasthane
Filling: polystyrene (micro beads, approx. 80 g/l)
Foam: polyurethane
Care 
Cover & inlet: 60 °C gentle wash cycle in a closed 
laundry bag, tumble dry. Foam not washable, 
remove before washing!

SUPPORTIVE  
MICRO BEADS

POINT ELASTIC VISCO FOAM
 

Dream Team

European 
 Patent

Nr. 3192400

SL EEPI N G  & N ECK  SU PP O R T  PI L LOW

• In our Kid‘s Pillow, hundreds of 
thousands of fine microbeads provide 
stable support

• The top layer of high-quality, point-
elastic viscose foam gently and 
comfortably accommodates the child‘s 
head

• The inner cover made of a stretchy 
cotton/elastane mixture leaves enough 
room for the micro-beads underneath to 
flexibly move into the optimal position.

PERFECT SYMBIOSIS
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M O R E  PR O D UC T S  FO R  YO U  A N D  YO U R  BA BY

Theraline’s neck pillows are perfect for sleeping and 
travelling. Filled with tiny microbeads they can be used 
as in-car head support or as a pillow when away from 
home. They come in several designs including a range 
of animal neck pillows. 

THE COMFY TRAVEL & SLEEP PILLOW

• The perfect pillow for travelling

• Keeps baby stable in a lateral position

• Filled with fine, sand-like micro-beads for  
added support and comfort

• Odourless and free from harmful substance

Use to soothe general aches and pains for all 
the family. Chill in the freezer or warm in the 
microwave. The cherry stone filling offers sooth-
ing relief for aches and pains, back and tummy 
aches and even period pains.

Theraline

Ausgabe 9/2017

Das Baby-Tröste-Tier
mit Kirschkernfüllung

OUR LIT TLE CHERRY STONE HELPERS

For over a hundred years the Cherry Stone Pillow has been 
a popular household remedy for soothing sore backs or 
swollen legs. It can be microwaved for a short time and 
when heated offers a dry, soothing warmth. 

Perfect to use during pregnancy or for relieving muscular 
pain. It can also be used cooled for soothing babies dis-
comfort during teething.

ALWAYS PERFECTLY TEM-
PERED

• Soft warmth as well  
as cooling

• Suitable for microwaves

• Perfect temperature 
storage

• For you and your child

Neck Pillow Cherry Stone Pillows
Cherry Stone Animals

All Theraline cherry stone pillows are class 1 medical devices with CE marking.
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T HE  T HER AL INE  M A M M A  PA D S
T H E  R E A L LY  SM A R T  B R E A S T  PA D!

USES A NATURAL BODILY REFLEX

Once you’ve used Mamma Pads you won’t want to use 
anything else! Instead of collecting milk in nursing pads, 
this simple silicone pad temporarily shuts off your milk 
ducts by gently pressing in the nipple. Once removed 
the milk ducts open again and your milk can flow nor-
mally for the next feed. Mamma Pads will adapt to every 
breast shape. It applies gentle pressure which carefully 
inverts the nipple. You will be delighted with the results. 
If for any reason you are not 100 % happy with the prod-
uct, we guarantee a complete refund.

MORE PLEASURE WHEN  
BREASTFEEDING

• Breathable and dry to wear

• Use even when swimming or on 
holiday

• Can be reused up to 150+ times*

• Invisible under close fitting 
clothes 

• Sleep without wearing a bra

EASY & PLEASANT TO USE

Thanks to a very thin, medical adhesive coating, the 
breathable silicone nursing pads stay in place easily. 
The adhesive coating of the soft high tech silicone pad 
adapts to every breast shape. It applies gentle  pressure 
which carefully inverts the nipple. The use of breathable 
silicone means Mamma Pads are comfortable, unobturs-
tive and easy to wear. Silicone enables a gas and oxygen 
exchange, very similar to your own skin. (The same prini-
ciple used with contact lenses).  
Mamma Pads are really light and easy to wear so you’ll 
soon forget you’ve even got them on.

 * An approximate figure dependent upon the level 
of use and care taken when using each pad. For 
full product information visit www.theraline.co.uk

FOR ACTIVE & COST CONSCIOUS MUMS!

Mamma Pads are really easy to use. They are virtually 
invisible, and so light and unobtrusive you will soon 
forget you have them on. No other nursing pad is as 
discreet or thin. The use of breathable silicone means 
Mama Pads are also hygienic, leaving you feeling com-
plely dry and comfortable. 

This makes them ideal for all round-use whether you’re 
at home, work or swimming on holiday! Because 
Mamma Pads are resusable up to 150+*  times  they 
are eco-friendly and far more inexpensive than other 
breastfeeding inserts. Simply wash in soap and warm 
water, dry and you’re ready to go!

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Dimensions 
ø approx. 9 cm, thickness approx. 2,7 mm
Material 
Silicone
Features  
Pollutant-free, breathable, very thin medical 
adhesive coating
Care 
Washable

CROSS SECTION OF A MAMMA PAD
Mamma Pad 
Thickness:  
approx. 2,7 mm Adhesive coating: 

Thickness: > 0,1 mm

Economical:

for approx. 150 - 200

applications
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THERALINE eK  ·  Industriepark Nord 56  ·  D-53567 Buchholz Ww. 
Tel.: +49 (0)2683 96960  Mail: info@theraline.de

THE ORIGINAL THERALINE -  
NEWS & BESTSELLER

BAMBOO COLLECTION

ALTERNATIVE PILLOWS & COVERS

Fi n e k n i t te d f a b r i c s

You can find more beautiful designs & colours
on our website:

www.theraline.com


